JFAC Budget Presentation
2020/2021 IMPACT

3,226 jobs

$40M sales

5,412 jobs

$774M Total Output

$17M Idaho tax revenue
Return on Investment

$1 to the SBDC

$1,000 to the Economy

$25 back to the State

25x Return on Investment
WHO WE ARE

- One-on-one Consulting
- Skills Based Trainings

53 ppl
28 FTE
2021 HIGHLIGHTS

50% Rural and Underserved Clients

$254M PTAC Assisted Government Contracts
2022 INITIATIVES

Continue reaching rural Idaho

Cyber security education

Continued Collaborations
Line Item Request

$16,000 Dedicated to Rural

.25 FTE In North Idaho
“I would recommend the Idaho SBDC to any business owner seeking a competitive advantage. Even professional athletes rely on good coaching and training to maintain their edge. Why should successful businesses be any different?”